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Cedar Eaters® of Texas, 
USA

Cedar Eaters® of Texas is the industry leader in 
environmentally friendly land restoration, and 
specialises mainly in cedar and brush mulching 
services. The company’s primary focus is on pipeline 

and right-of-way (ROW) clearing, as well as clearing for 
residential and commercial developments across Texas (USA). 

The company is a HUB-certified, woman-owned 
contractor, whose owners worked in the pipeline and 
industrial construction field in Louisiana (USA) for over 
15 years prior to founding Cedar Eaters in 2001. Because 
of this vast experience in managing a large industrial 
construction company, the owners have learned the value 
of safety and to place great importance on ongoing safety 
training. All operators are carefully screened in the hiring 
process, and the commitment to safety is ingrained into 
every member of the Cedar Eater team from day one.

The mulching process, which Cedar Eaters has perfected 
over its 17 years in business, is the ideal method for 

clearing and maintaining 
pipelines and ROWs because 
there are no piles left behind 
to be burned or hauled off later. 
It is an all in one process wherein 
standing vegetation is shredded 
down to ground level with little to 
no soil disturbance. The layer of mulch 
left behind is all that remains of the 
unwanted vegetation and is beneficial in 
preventing soil erosion, as well as sealing in 
moisture and nutrients beneath the surface. 
As an ecofriendly land restoration contractor, 
the company hopes to remove the stigma 
associated with clearing trees for pipelines and 
ROWs.

Cedar Eaters clears pipelines and ROWs using only 
300 hp Tiger Cat mulchers with 8 ft wide cutting heads, 
which the company has found to be the best forestry 
equipment available for the task. It believes strongly in 
machine maintenance and all operators spend an average of 
two hours per day cleaning and maintaining their equipment. 
This results in fewer breakdowns and fewer delays for 
repairs. Because all the machines are of the same type, the 
company has streamlined its repair processes and, therefore, 
have minimal downtime in the unlikely event that there is a 
major mechanical issue. The company also rotates machines 
out of commission well before they hit 10 000 hr, to ensure 
that all the equipment is relatively new and functioning at 
top capacity.

Unlike the average clearing contractor, Cedar Eaters 
has the ability to deploy multiple machines at one time 
to help speed up the clearing process, as it knows that 
time is of the essence when it comes to pipeline and ROW 
clearing. When the company cleared an 82 mile pipeline in 
the Midland/Odessa, Texas area in 2016, it mobilised three 
Tiger Cat mulchers to expedite that project’s completion. 
Cedar Eaters is also set up to provide grubbing services for 
mesquite and other types of vegetation that grow back from 
the root using patented grubbing attachments, including the 
Root-N-All® universal attachment. Hand crew and skid steer 
raking/grappling services are also available to aid the heavy 
equipment, as needed. The company’s vast experience in 
multiple clearing techniques is one of the many things that 
sets Cedar Eaters apart from its competitors. 

The 300 hp Cedar Eater mulchers are equipped with an 8 ft 
wide Fecon cutting head that rotates at 1800 rpm.

The track-mounted mulchers are powerful but agile in any 
terrain, from hillsides to swamplands.
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